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What is new in Advance Concrete 2013

Welcome to Advance Concrete 2013
Advance Concrete 2013 is fully part of the Graitec Advance suite, consisting of Advance Concrete, Advance
Design and Advance Steel.
GRAITEC Advance is a Building Information Modeling (BIM) system that automates the entire structural design
and construction documentation process from engineering design and structural analysis to member
optimization, detailing and fabrication.

Advance Concrete 2013 has many improvements, including the expected CAD platform freedom 1 . But
release 2013 is also easier to use, able to deal with bigger projects and … much more!
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Enhanced User Interface
External drawing technology
Bar mark management improvements
CAD platform freedom!
License changes
Miscellaneous improvements

Requires a specific license
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Enhanced GUI
Advance Concrete ribbons have been fully redesigned to better show the typical user workflow and are much
easier to learn for new users.

GUI 1: New ribbon arrangement
Æ

Split of the 3 existing tabs in 4 logic parts according to the different project steps:






Modeling
Drawing finish
Reinforcement tools
BIM Center and Project settings

Æ

Old ribbon interface:

Æ

New Ribbon interface: Easier to use and more efficient, the commands are arranged in a more logical way.
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Modeling
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Reinforcement



Drawing



Tools
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GUI 2: New Graitec palette
Æ

New Graitec Palette including animations and showing the behavior of the functionality without requiring
additional help.
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Animated buttons to show the command in a short animation
Switch buttons: change the icon according to the command status
New ergonomic design
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External drawing technology
A highly anticipated request, the external drawing technology (known from Advance Steel) is now available in
Advance Concrete. There is no new interface necessary, we still use the Pilot for level and drawing
management, you can keep the existing workflow. The external drawing behavior is just in the background - no
visible changes for the user.

DRAW 1: How does it work?
Æ

Every drawing (or layout) created in Advance Concrete is saved in a single DWG file.





1) Save the model file with a specific name
2) Advance Concrete creates automatically a new folder with the model DWG name
3) This folder contains several sub folders for drawings, layouts and settings

Æ

Switch between the old "all in one" DWG and the new external drawing behavior in the Project Preferences
You can change this option until you create the first drawing. The default is set to the new external drawing
behavior. If you open an older project this option is automatically set to "all in one drawing".

Æ

Link / Unlink a drawing to/ from a model. Can link only drawings to the model with the same project ID. The
project ID is set automatically if the option "Create external DWGs" is selected. All drawings created from
this model will get the same ID. Link / Unlink is available on the Ribbon.
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Æ

Refresh button in the Pilot to update the Pilot structure in the external drawing with changes made in the
main model DWG file. The Refresh appears automatically:




Changes in the representation styles
Create a new drawing in the main model DWG

DRAW 2: Benefits
Æ

Each drawing is a single DWG file and this has a lot of benefits:



Smaller file size:
Advance Concrete stored all the project information (3D model, drawings, reinforcement and layouts)
in one single DWG in the past. With the new release all the drawings and all the layouts are single
files and no longer all in one. Each of these DWG files is smaller than the DWG created with the old
behavior. Advance Concrete creates many smaller files instead of one big DWG.



Less memory usage:
With the drawing split technology Advance Concrete consumes less RAM (memory). Advance
Concrete loads only a few small DWG files that the user works on and not all the other information in
the background.
Example: The user just wants to finish some section drawings with dimensions, labels and additional
information's. the user does not need the whole 3D model and does not need all the reinforcement
drawings for this job. Advance Concrete opens the section drawings only and not all the data from the
project that the user does not need for this job. After the job is done the user simply saves and closes
the drawings.
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Better handling and scalability of big projects:
The first two benefits brings also another huge improvement: Advance Concrete is now able to handle
bigger projects than in former versions. It is possible to create bigger models, because Advance
Concrete can use the whole capacity and performance just for the model and does not need to share
the capacity with the drawings and reinforcement data. The drawings and the reinforcement are in
separate DWG files and the user can open these on demand.



Easier data exchange:
The drawings are single DWG files and it is very easy to share these files. Just copy the DWG files to
another computer or send the files by email.



Very simple multiuser functionality on the drawing level:
Another good use of the drawing spilt technology: Multiuser on the drawing level collaboration.
Each single DWG created from the main model DWG can be opened by different users. It is now very
easy to work with several engineers and draftsmen at the same time on the project. The engineer can
work on the model and at the same time the draftsmen are able to draw the reinforcement in the
external drawings or finish the formwork drawings.
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Bar mark management
With the new external drawings we need to compare the bar marks in several DWG files. Because of this we
made some changes in the bar mark management and renumbering tool.
In combination with the project settings for the numbering this is a powerful tool to manage the bar mark
assignment in your projects.

MARK 1: How does it work?
Æ

There is a new button on the Smartbar for each reinforcement element to freeze or unfreeze the bar marks
for the renumbering:





Block bar marks for the automatic renumbering - the bar mark is not changed during the renumbering
If the user changes manually a bar mark then it automatically changes the status to frozen. This user
bar mark will not be affected by the renumbering tool and keep the bar mark until the user change the
status back to unfrozen.
In addition to the automatically frozen bars the user can simply change the bar status manually. A click
on the status indicator on the Smartbar changes the status immediately.



Smartbar: bar mark status
: The bar mark is frozen and the renumbering tool has no effect on this
bar mark. In this case the bar mark is fixed and not changed.



Smartbar: bar mark status
: The bar mark is unfrozen and renumbering tool can change the bar
mark according to the rules set in the renumbering tool and the Project preferences.
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MARK 2: Renumbering dialog box
Æ

According to the split drawing technology a drawing selection was added to the renumbering tool- only the
bars in these drawings are compared for the identical parts detection.
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Drawing selection window added to the renumbering dialog box. According to the split drawing
technology the user can select the drawings for the renumbering.
New option: "Update marks but keep manual modifications" (This is the default setting). The frozen bar
mark will be set also for the unfrozen bar and then there are two identical bar definitions with different
bar marks in the drawing.
New option: "Reset all marks"
This new option ignores the bar mark status and renumber all the bars (selected bars, bars in the
selected drawings or all bars).
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MARK 3: New ribbon panel
Æ

There is a new panel on the ribbon, "AC Reinforcement", to manage the frozen / unfrozen bar marks:








Freeze selection
Unfreeze selection
Select frozen bar marks
Select unfrozen bar marks
Highlight frozen bar marks
Highlight unfrozen bar marks
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MARK 4: Automatism
Æ

There are several automatisms for freezing and unfreezing a bar mark
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After running the renumbering tool all the bar marks status are set to frozen (for the bars which are
affected by the renumbering) and the bar marks are fixed. The next time the user runs the
renumbering tool it has no effect on the frozen bar. These bars keep their bar marks.
Manual bar mark modifications set the bar mark status to frozen. Using the renumbering tool will not
affect these bar marks.
Copying a bar unfreezes the bar mark and the renumbering tool has an effect on this bar mark.
Change the bar definition (shape) gives a new bar mark to the modified bar and unfreezes the bar
mark according to the numbering settings in the project preferences.
The renumbering tool compares the bar shapes and gives the bar mark of the frozen bar to the
unfrozen bar and sets the status to frozen
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CAD platform freedom
Advance Concrete 2013 allows users to run it as a standalone application 2 or on top of AutoCAD®.

CAD 1: CAD platform freedom
Æ

Advance Concrete 2013 can run as a standalone application (requires a specific license).

Æ

Advance Concrete 2013 can also be used on top of AutoCAD®.

2

Requires a specific license
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CAD 2: All CAD tools available
Æ

Advance Concrete 2013 has its own CAD tools:
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Functions to draw any basic 2D entities
Design and edit any 3D solids
Object snap settings
Layer manager / Design center
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CAD 3: All visualization tools available
Æ

Advance Concrete 2013 has its own visualization tools:







Viewport
3D Orbit
Visual styles
Materials
Rendering
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CAD 4: All collaboration tools available
Æ

Advance Concrete 2013 has its own collaboration tools:
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DWG/DXF
ACIS Import / Export
3D PDF
3D DWF
Rendering
IFC / GTC
NC files (aSa, Soule, SteelPAC, BVBS, CSF)
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CAD 5: User-friendly interface
Æ

Advance Concrete 2013 provides a user-friendly interface, where the user can choose working between
ribbons, palettes and menus.

Æ

Advance Concrete 2013 provides a ribbon fully adapted to concrete modeling and detailing:




Fully integrated interface between CAD & AC
Reduced visibility of less frequently used features
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CAD 6: Easy installation and licensing
Æ

Advance Concrete 2013 is now easier to install:
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1 unique DVD
1 unique Serial number & activation code
1 unique installation
1 unique support
1 unique maintenance contract
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License changes
Æ

Advance Concrete 2013 is changed with regards to license definition.
Version 2013 will be available in 3 main different flavors:






AC Professional Engineering: This package is the equivalent to the previous “AC Standard”
package with even a few more options (capability to associate reinforcement styles or dynamic
reinforcement to structural elements 3 and management of ACIS solids). Basically, this package does
not enable the creation of rebar drawings.
AC Professional detailing: This package is new and enables all reinforcement creation and
reinforcement drawing creation functionalities. It also allows users to define their own parametric
dynamic reinforcement solutions.
AC Premium: Is the combination of both packages, plus the multi-user. Basically full functionality of
Advance Concrete.

See http://www.graitec.com/en/ac_packages.asp for more details.

Miscellaneous
In addition to the main developments previously described, we also made some additional improvements in
several areas.

MISC 1: Advance Concrete template file
Æ

We deliver a template file (DWT) for each country





DWT stores all the CAD related settings (e.g. dimension styles / text styles)
With the templates it is easier to adjust the CAD setting to customer needs
The Advance Concrete settings are not stored in this DWT file, the AC settings can be saved with a
specific command (ACPRJ file) and can be loaded automatically with the startup wizard (like in the
former versions)

MISC 2: Localization
Æ

Several updates for each country
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List templates
Symbol and annotations
Unit settings
Samples

But no possibility to produce the corresponding reinforcement drawing.
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